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We define the property "E-cylindrical," which relates to a subset of ~m certain
directed cylinders. We investigate some of the consequences of this definition,
showing, for example, that polyhedral convex sets and smooth, rotund convex
bodies are E-cylindrical. Suppose X is a finite set, F is the set of all real-valued
functions on X, f E F, and KeF is closed, convex, and E-cylindrical. For
I < p < 00, let fp be the best lp-approximation to f by elements of K. We show that
limp _ 00 fp exists. We give an example to show that {fp} may fail to converge
if X is countably infinite. We discuss the relationship between discrete (/p) and
continuous (Lp ) approximation. © 1988 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a subset of IR n consisting of m points and let F consist of all
real-valued functions on X. For each g in F, define the lp-norms by

1~ P < 00,

and

II gil 00 = max (I g(x )1).
xeK

Suppose K is a closed (in the lrtopology) convex subset of F and let f E F
be fixed. For 1~ P ~ 00, a function g in F is a best lp-approximation to f by
elements of K if

Since the lp-norm is strictly convex for 1 < P < 00, there exists a unique best
lp-approximation, !p, to! by elements of K.
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The Polya algorithm is the construction of a best loo-approximation as
the limit of the fp as p -+ 00. Descloux [1] showed that this limit exists for
every f in F when K is a subspace of F. In the present paper, we generalize
Descloux's theorem to a certain class of closed convex subsets of F. This
class contains all closed convex bodies which are smooth and rotund. It
also contains all closed polyhedral convex sets and hence, for example, the
set consisting of all nondecreasing functions on X and the set consisting of
all convex functions on X.

Next, we give an example to show that in the case of approximation by
convex functions, the Polya algorithm does not always converge when X is
countably infinite.

Finally, if f E C[O, 1], we show that, for 1< p < 00, fp is the limit of a
sequence of best discrete convex approximations. In addition to its
usefulness in calculation, this fact may be a first step in showing that the
Polya algorithm converges when f EC[O, I] is being approximated by
continuous convex functions.

2. CYLINDRICAL SETS

The property described in this section has been highlighted because it
appears to be the most general which will work in our proof of Descloux's
theorem. However, it is novel and geometrically compelling, so it may be of
independent interest.

Since (F, 11·ll p ) is congruent to (IR m
, 11·ll p ), any discussion of subsets of IRm

is equivalent to a discussion of sets of functions on X, so for our definitions
we take the geometric point of view. For any z in IRm let (ZI, ..., zm) be the
m-tuple of components of z and let Ilzll p = CL7'~ 1 Iz;1 )llp and Ilzlloo =
max1o,;;mlzJ

If x,vElRm and AclRm, let d(x,A)=inf{llx-Ylloo: YEA}, let
N(A,<5)={ZElRm: d(z,A)<<5}, and let L(x,v) be the straight line in IR m

which contains x and is parallel to the line containing 0 and v. (We will, on
occasion, abuse the notation by regarding v as the vector represented by
the directed line segment Ov.) A subset A of IRmis said to be v-cylindrical at
x if for any e> °there exists <5 = (x, e) > °such that d(x, L(y, v) n A) < e
whenever yEA and d(y, L(x, v)) < <5. The set A is said to be v-cylindrical if
it is v-cylindrical at every x in A, the closure of A. Let E = {eI' ... , em} be
the standard basis of IR m

. A subset A of IRm is said to be E-cylindrical if A
is ercylindrical for 1~ i ~ m. The set A is said to be cylindrical in every
direction if A is v-cylindrical for every v in IR m

•

To illustrate the geometric origin of our definition of v-cylindrical, we
suppose that Be IR mis a convex body (i.e., B is convex and the interior of
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B is nonempty), xEB, vElRm
, and 15>0. Let NB(L(x, v), 15) denote the

cylinder

{L(y, v): y E B" N(L(x, v), 15)}.

A v-cylinder in B is a set of the form

C(x, v, <5, ex, {3) = N B(L(x, v), <5)" {z E IR m
: ex < v . z < {3},

which is contained in B. The convex body B is cylindrical in the direction v
if and only if, for any x in Band e> 0, there is a v-cylinder, C =
C(x, v, <5, ex, {3), in B such that d(x, C) < e.

If, in the same context, B is bounded, there is another interpretation: If
H is a hyperplane which supports B and is orthogonal to v, and n is the
orthogonal projection of B onto H, let d(y) = sup{ Ilx - yll 00:
xEB"n-l(y)}, for each yin n(B), and define c(y) similarly, with "sup"
replaced by "inf." Then B is v-cylindrical if and only if each of d and c is a
continuous real-valued function on n(B).

If K c [Rz is convex, then K is cylindrical in every direction. Indeed, if
XEK and there exists Wi in the set {(YI' yz): YI <xd "K such that the
slope, m I' of the line containing wI and x is nonzero, let <5 1 =
min(e, e/lm II). If there is no such Wi, let 15 1 = e. Similarly, let 15 z= e or, if
there exists W

Z in {(YI' Yz): Y I > X I } " K, so that the line containing W
Z and

x has slope mz # 0, let <5 z = min(e, e/lmzl). Then 15(x, e) = min(<5" 15 z)
satisfies the requirement for K to be (0, 1)-cylindrical at x. Since convexity
is invariant under rotation, K is cylindrical in every direction.

If m = 3, however, there exist convex sets which are not cylindrical
in every direction. For example, if K* = U{A.A: °~ A. ~ I}, where
A={(x l ,xZ,X3): (xI-l)z+x~~1 and x 3 =1}, then K* fails to be
(0,0, 1)-cylindrical. K* can be smoothed to provide an example of a
smooth convex set which is not cylindrical in every direction and two
copies of K* can be pasted base-to-base to provide an absolutely convex
counterexample.

(2.1) LEMMA. Suppose A I' A z c [Rm and each is v-cylindrical. Then

A I " A z is v-cylindrical.

Proof If x E A I" A z and e > 0 is given, let <5 = min(<5" <5 z), where, for
i = 1, 2, d(x, L(y, v)" AJ < e whenever y EAi" N(L(x, v), <5J Suppose
YEAI"Az"N(L(x, v), <5). Then there must exist yi in Ai"L(y,v)"
N( {x}, <5), i = 1, 2. If yl is between y and yZ on L(y, v), the convexity of A z
implies that yl E A z. On the other hand, if yZ is between y and yl, then
yZEA I· Thus yIEAI"A z or yZEAlnA z, so there is a point on
L(y, v) n AI" A z sufficiently close to x. This establishes Lemma (2.1).
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If A c IR m
, let A ° denote the interior of A and let aA =A - A 0, the boun

dary of A. If Be IRm is a convex body and x E aB, then x is said to be a
smooth point of B if there is exactly one hyperplane in IRmwhich supports B
at x. The set B is said to be smooth if every point in aB is a smooth point of
B. The set B is said to be rotund if every point of aB is an extreme point
of B.

(2.2) THEOREM. A smooth rotund convex body is cylindrical in every
direction.

Proof Let B be a smooth rotund convex body in IR m and let v E IR m
. If

x E BO, then there exists a v-cylinder in B which contains x so B is clearly
v-cylindrical at x. Suppose x E aBo Let H be the hyperplane which supports
Bat X. For each k;::. 1, let Bk = {y E B: d(y, H) < 11k}. Then Bk is convex
and x is a smooth point of B k •

Suppose v is not parallel to H. Let Bk(v)= U{L(y, v): YEBd. Then
Bk(v) is convex and so is the projection, Pk(v), of Bk(v) onto H. We claim
that x is in the relative interior of Pk(v) (i.e., there exists an open set G such
that x E G and G () He Pk(v)). Suppose this not the case. Then
L(x, v) () BZ = ¢J so there exists a hyperplane which supports Bk at x and
which contains the line L(x, v). But this contradicts the fact that x is a
smooth point of Bk and establishes the claim. Let N be a relative neigh
borhood of x in Pk(v). Then there exists J > 0 such that

N(L(x, v), J) () Pk(v) c N,

whence B is v-cylindrical at x.
Suppose v is parallel to H. If B is not v-cylindrical at x, then there exist

B > 0 and y\ k;::. 1, such that, for each k;::. 1, yk E Bk and Ilx - ykll 00 ;::. B. Let
y be a limit point of {yk}. Then y =F x but YE H () aB, which contradicts the
fact that B is rotund. This concludes the proof of Theorem (2.2).

An inspection of the above proof shows that the following statement is
also true. If B is a smooth convex body and every hyperplane parallel to v
supports B at at most one point, then B is v-cylindrical.

We now show that any subspace of IR m is cylindrical in every direction.
We will use the following standard result from linear algebra.

(2.3) LEMMA. If Vi, , vk are linearly independent vectors in IR n
, then

there exists M = M(vl, , vk
) > 0 such that whenever ai E IR, 1~ i ~ k, and

IIL1~ 1 aid 00 < y, it must be that lail < My for 1~ i ~ k.

(2.4) THEOREM. Any subspace of IRm is cylindrical in every direction.

Proof Let U be a subspace of IR m with basis {u i
: 1 ~ i ~ t} and let
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x = L:= I aiui be any element of U. Since the image of U under a rotation
is also a subspace of IR m

, we need only show that U is cylindrical in the
direction em = (0, ..., 0, 1).

For 1~i~t, let Vi be the (m-1)-vector, (u~, ...,U~_I)' Suppose first
that {Vi: 1~i~t} is linearly independent. Let P=L:~, lIuill oo and
let M = M(v', ..., VI) be the number guaranteed by Lemma (2.3). Let
b = e/(PM). If y = L:= 1b;Ui and IYi- x;1 < b for 1~ i ~m- 1, then

II (bj-aj)uf\<b
J~'

so Lemma (2.3) implies that

Then

for 1~ i ~ m - 1,

for 1~ i ~ t.

I

~ L la; - bil Iluili oo < e
i= 1

so y itself is sufficiently close to x.
We now suppose that {Vi: 1~ i ~ t} is linearly dependent. In this case

any vertical line which intersects U is completely contained in U. Indeed, if
YEU, then (Yl,oo.,Ym-') has two distinct expansions a,v 1 + ···alvl and
b,v1+ '" +blvl. Let z=a1u1+ ... +alul and w=b1u 1 + ... +blul. Since
{ui} is indepedent, z # w. Since z and ware both in L(y, em) and U is a
subspace, L(y, em) cU. Hence (Yl' ... , Ym-l, x m) E U and Theorem (2.4) is
established.

In proving Descloux's theorem, we will have occasion to use the
following property of an E-cylindrical set.

(2.5) LEMMA. Suppose B is an E-cylindrical subset of IR m
• For any x in

B, 1~ k ~ m, and e > 0, there exists b = b(x, e) > 0 such that, if y E Band
max{lx;-y;!: 1~i:;;:;k}<b, then there exists z in B such that Z;=Y;,

1~ i ~ k, and Ilx - zllco < e.

Proof For each j with k < j ~ m, let Vj be the subspace of IR m satisfying
the equations
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Then Bj , the orthogonal projection of B onto Vj' is cylindrical in the
direction ej , so there exists Zj such that (Yl' ..., Yb Zj) E Bj and

Thus the coordinates, Zj' can be chosen independently, so the vector
(Yl' ... , Yk' Zk+I' ..., zm) satisfies the conclusion of Lemma (2.5).

By translation invariance, any linear manifold in IRm is cylindrical in
every direction. Iff is a linear functional on the real linear space IRm, then
{x: f(x) < IX) and {x: f(x) ~ IX} are half-spaces. If K is a half-space and x is
in the interior of K, the criterion for K to be cylindrical in every in every
direction is clearly satisfied. Since the boundary of a half-space is a linear
manifold, Theorem (2.4) shows that any half-space is cylindrical in every
direction, and, by Lemma (2.1), any polyhedral convex set (the intersection
of a finite number of half-spaces) is cylindrical in every direction.

Several sets of interest in Approximation Theory are polyhedral convex
sets. For example, if K c IR m can be completely described using inequalities
relating the coordinates of points in K, then K is a polyhedral convex set.
We wish to describe in more detail two such sets. To do so we will revert to
the point of view of functions on X.

Let f!l> be any partial order on X. We say that g: X --+ IR is f!l>-nondecreas
ing if g(x) ~ g(y) whenever (x, y) E f!l>. (Note that any lattice, 5t, of subsets
of X can be partially ordered by containment, which induces a partial
order, f!l>(2), on X. Thus the set of all 5t-measurable functions is the same
as the set of all f!l>( 5t )-nondecreasing functions.) Since the set, K, of all
;?JJ-nondecreasing functions is exactly the intersection of the half-spaces
{g: g(x) ~ g(y), (x, y) E ;?JJ}, K is a polyhedral convex set.

We say that a function g: X --+ IR is convex if and only if

whenever, Xl' ... , X k and L AiXi are in X, AI, ..., Ak ~ 0, and L Ai = 1. The set
of all convex functions on X is a polyhedral convex set.

3. DESCLOUX'S THEOREM ON CYLINDRICAL SETS

Suppose KeF is closed, convex, and E-cylindrical, f E F, and fp is the
best lp-approximation to f by elements of K, 1 < p < 00.

(3.1) THEOREM. For each XEX, limp~<xJp(x)exists.
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Before we prove Theorem 3.1, we construct the strict approximation f 00

to f We use critical sets similar to those described in Descloux [1].
Let WI be the set of all best foo-approximations to f by elements of K.

There exists a nonempty subset, CI' of X such that, if x E CI then all
elements, h, of WI have the same value at x and

Ih(x)- f(x)1 =d(j, K)=d(j, Wd·

Let r I = d(j, Wd and, for each x in C1, let z 1(x) be the value assumed by
every element of WI at x.

We now introduce some convenient notation. If Y s; X and g is any
real-valued function on X, let

Ilglly=sup 1!(x)l·
XE y

If in addition W s; K, let

dy(j, W) = inf lif - kll y.
kE W

then as above there is a nonempty set Cz s; D I such that if x E Cz then all
elements h of Wz have the same value at x, and

Ih(x) - f(x)1 = rz·

For x E Cz, let zz(x) be the value assumed by every element of Wz.
We may continue to solve the restricted problems and define critical sets

Cj , values z/x), and numbers rj until X is exhausted.
The strict approximation f 00 to f is defined by

for XE Cj •

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We claim that limp~oofp(x)=foo(x) for each
XEX.

The proof is by induction. For each x in CI' limp~ 00 !p(x) =! 00 (x),
since, if not, ! 00 would be a better fp-aproximation to! by elements of K
than is !p, for sufficiently large p.

By way of induction, suppose that limp~oo!p(x)=!oo(x)for each x in
C1u ... uCk • We wish to show that limp~oo!p=!oo on C k + l • Suppose
not. Then there is a point Co in Ck + I' an e> 0, and a sequence Pj ~ 00 such
that I!pico)- !oo(co)1 ~e for all Pi- Pick a subsequence {qj} of {Pj} such
that !q;(x) converges at each x in X. Let h(x) = limj~ 00 !qix). Since K is
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closed, hE K, and, by the induction hypothesis, h = 100 on C1 U ... u Ck'

Let Dk = X - (C1 U ... u Cd and let r = max{ Ih(x) - l(x)l: XE Dd. Since
h(co) #- loo(co), there must exist a point c* in Dk such that

Ih(c*) - l(c*)1 = r > rk+ I'

Let /]=r-rk+l' By Lemma (2.5), for sufficiently large qj there exists a
function I:, in K such that

and

1/~(x)-loo(x)1 </]/4,

It follows that

1/~(x) - l(x)1 :::; If~(x) - f oo(x)1 + IIoo(x) - f(x)1

<rHI +'7/4, xEDk

and

Ifqj(c*)- f(c*)1 ~ If(c*)-h(c*)I-lh(c*)- fqic*)1

>r-'7/2=rk+l +/]/2

for sufficiently large qj' Hence

= L If~(x)-f(xW]- L Ifqix)-f(xWj
XEDk XEDk

<m(rk+l +/]/4)qj-(rk+1 +/]/2)q]

<0

for sufficiently large qj' which is a contradiction. Hence limp~ 00 Ip(x) =
f 00 (x) for each x in Ck + 1 and Theorem (3.1) is established.

We remark that the proof of Theorem (3.1) is still valid in the context of
weighted lp-approximation, i.e., where w is a positive weight function and
the lp-norm is defined by
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4. AN EXAMPLE
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In this section we describe an example which shows that Theorem (3.1)
cannot be extended to a countably infinte domain. Descloux [1] showed
that this theorem could not be extended to the case of approximation on
[0, 1] by straight lines passing through the origin. In our example the
approximating set consists of all convex functions and there are no
constraints.

Fix b in (0,0, 1). We will define sequences {aj } and {bj } so that
O<aj<bj<aj + 1 < 1 for all} and aj -+ 1 as}-+ 00; and sequences {Pj} and
{qj} so that Pj and qj are positive integers and Pj < qj < Pj + I' For the
sequences {aj } and {bJ so defined we will define the function f by

f(x) =0,

= 1,

=2,

if x = 0, x = b 1 = 1 - b/8, or x = bj, } = 2, 3, 4, ...,

if x=2,

if x = a l = I - b/4 or x = aj ,}= 2,3,4, ..., (4.1 )

and we define the following weight function

w(x) = 1 - b/4, if x=O,

= bj - aj , if x = aj, } = 1, 2, 3, ...,

=aj + 1 -bj, if x = bj , } = 1, 2, 3, ...,

= 1, if x=2. (4.2)

The example is motivated by the following observations. Iffwere defined
only for x ~ bn and x = 2, then, since f(a n ) = 2 and f(b n ) = 0, it is easy to
show that fp(x) -+ 1, as P -+ <Xl, for all x, where fp is the best weighted
p-approximant to f by convex functions. On the other hand, if f were
defined only for x~ an + 1 and x = 2, then, sincef(bn ) =0 andf(an + d = 2, it
is possible to show that fix) tends to 1 for x ~ bn and to points on the line
segment joining (b n , 1) to (2,2 - E) for x> bn (for an appropriately chosen
E > 0). This convex function minimizes the distance If(an + d - fp(a n + dl
without letting 1[(2) - f p (2)1 exceed that distance.

ijefore defining aj and bj for }~ 2, we show that regardless of how they
are defined

lim fp(ad = lim fp(bd = lim fp(O) = 1.
p_oo p_oo p_oc·

(4.3 )

To see this, suppose, for example, that lim infp ~ 00 fp( a1) < 1. Then there is
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an e > °and a sequence Pj i 00 so that fp/ a I) < 1 - e for all j. If we let
f~(x) == 1, then

Ilf - fp)I:;.w - Ilf - f~II:;.w > (1 + e)pJw(ad - 1· L w(x) >° (4.4)
x<1

if Pi is sufficiently large, a contradiction. On the other hand, if
lim supp~ 00 fp( ad> 1, then there is an e >°and a sequence Pj --+ IX) so that
fpiad> 1+e, for allj. If in addition, lim SUPj~ 00 Ipj(O) > 1+e/2, then there
are arbitrarily large p/s so that fp/O) > 1+ e14. Since f(O) = 0, by an
argument similar to that in (4.4), we have that f~(x) == 1 is a better
Prapproximant to I than is I pJ , a contradiction. But, if in addition,
lim SUPj~ 00 fp/O)::::;; 1+ e12, then for sufficiently large Pj we have fp/O) <
1+ (3e )14. It follows from convexity that fpJ( b I) > 1+ e. Since f( b I) = 0, we
would again have that I~(x) == I is a better Prapproximant to f than is I pJ ,
for large Pj' a contradiction. Thus, limp~oofp(ad= 1. The proofs that
limp~oofp(bd=limp~oofp(O)=1 are similar.

We have defined a l = 1- b/4 and b l = 1- b/8. We now define PI = 1 and
ql =2. To define the sequences {aJ and {bj } inductively, we assume that
aj , bj , Pj' and qj have been defined for j = 1, 2, ..., n - 1. Using techniques
similar to those above, we can show that regardless of how aj and bj are
defined for j?n, we have limp~oofp(an_I)=limp~oofp(bn_d= 1. Thus,
we choose Pn > qn so large that regardless of how aj and bj are defined for
j?n, we have

the line through (an-t,fp.(an-d) and (bn-I,fp.(bn-d) has
slope with absolute value less than b/[4(2 - an- dJ and
Ifp.(an- I) -11 < b14. (4.5)

We also choose an> bn_ 1 so that an < 1 and

(4.6)

We then define f;.( x) by

f;.(x) = fq.(x), x::::;; bn_ 1

= fq.(b n- d + (x - bn_ d(2 - f> - fq.(bn- d)/(2 - bn_ d,

Since limp~oofp(an_d=limp~oofp(bn_d= 1, regardless of how aj and bj

are defined for j? n, we may choose qn so large that

(a) f;.(x) is convex,

(b) Ifq.(bn-d-ll <f>14.
(4.7)
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Since bn - 1 > an - 1 ~ 1- J/4, we have by (4.7)(b) that

2- fq.(b n_d-(an-bn)(2-2J- f q.(bn-d)/(2-bn_d> I-J/2.
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Thus, it is clear that we can choose qn so large that (4.7) and the following
inequality both hold:

A = {12 - fqJb n- d - (an - bn_ d(2 - 2J - fqJb n- d)/(2 - bn-1W·

-12 - fqJbn- 1)- (an - bn)(2 - J - fqJb n- d)/(2 - bn-1W·}

X !(1- an) - (1- J)q. > O. (4.8)

Finally, we choose bn> !(an+ 1) so large that bn< 1 and

(4.9)

where A is the quantity in (4.8).
With f(x) and w(x) defined as in (4.1) and (4.2) for the sequences {aj }

and {bi } defined inductively above, we will show that

f pl _
1
(2):::; 1+ J for all j, (4.10)

and

for all j. (4.11 )

It follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that limp ~ C<) fp( 2) does not exist.
If (4.1 0) is not true, then for some j,

fpP) > 1+J. (4.12)

Now define f~ by

f~(x) = fpi x ), x < aj ,

= fpiaj- d + (x - aj_ d(fpibj- d - fpiaj- d)/(bj- 1- aj_ d, x ~ aj.

Clearlyf~ is convex, and by (4.5) we conclude that If~(2) - 11 < J/2. Thus,
from (4.5), (4.6), and (4.12) we have

Ilf - fp)I:;,w-11 f - f~II:;,w

> If(2)- f pPWJ-lf(2)- f~(2WJ- L If(x)- f~(x)IPJw(x)
2 > x~aj

> JPj - (J/2)Pj - 2P1 (2)~;;' aj W(X))

= JPj - (J/2)pj - 2Pj(1 - aj)> 0,

a contradiction which proves (4.10).
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If (4.11) is not true, then for some j, fqP) < 2 - 2b. Since the equation
of the line through (bj-1,fqibj-l)) and (2,2-2b) is Y=fqibj-d+
(x-bj_d(2-2b-fqibj_d)/(2-bj_d, we have by convexity that

fqiaJ <fqibj- d + (aj - bj_ d(2 - 2b - fqibj- d)/(2 - bj _ d. (4.13)

By (4.7)(a), f~ is convex and, using (4.13), (4.8), and (4.9),

Ilf - fq)I~.... -Ilf - f~II~....
~ {If(aj ) - fqiajWJ - If(aj ) - f~(ajWj} w(aj )

aJ<x< 1

~ {12- fql(bj_l)-(aj-bj_d(2-2b- f qi bj_d)/(2-bj _ 1WJ

-12- fqi bj_d-(aj -bj _d(2-b- fqibj-d)/(2-bj. lWl}

x (bj-aj)-2qj(1-bj)-ll- (2-bWl>0.

This is a contradiction which proves (4.11).

5. CONTINUOUS CONVEX ApPROXIMATIONS

Let f in C[O, 1] and p in (1, 00) be fixed. Let fp be the best
Lp-approximation to f by continuous convex functions on [0, 1]. In this
section we show that fp is the limit of a sequence of convex functions
associated with the solutions to certain discrete convex approximation
problems.

Let {Xn : n~ I} be a sequence of partitions of [0, 1] such that
limn ~ 00 bn= 0, where bn is the mesh of X n, n ~ 1. Define wn: X n -+ IR by

wn(x) =0,

=x -max{YE X n : Y < x},

let r = flXn, and let f; be the best lp-approximation to fn by convex
functions on Xn • For any function g: Xn -+ IR, let g be the piecewise linear
function on [0, 1] which agrees with g on X n and is linear on each interval
in [0, 1] - Xn-

(5.1) LEMMA. If n > 1, then Ilf;11 00 ~ 611rll 00'

Proof Suppose Ilrlloo = M. Since max(g, -M) is convex, it is
necessary that g(x) ~ - M for all x in Xn- If there exists Y in X nn (0, 1)
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such that g(y) > 6M then g(x) > 6M either for all x in Xn greater than y or
for all x in X n less than y. Since the two cases can be dealt with similarly,
we treat only the first.

We will derive a contradiction by constructing a convex function which
is strictly II-Ilp,wn-closer to f than is g. Let P= sup{ t < 1: g(t) = M} and
define Ii: [0, 1] -+ IR by

Ti(t) = g(t),

=g(l1) +f- (P)(t ~ P),

tE [0, P],

tE [P, 1],

where f- (P) is the left derivative of g at p. Let h = Ii IXn- If g(y) # h(y) for
some y in Xn il (P, 1), h is clearly a better 11·llp.wn-approximation to f than is
g, a contradiction. Thus, g must be linear on (11, 1), with slope f- (P).

Choose z in X n so that (z, 1) is the maximal open interval on which g
has slope f- (P). Choose m so that f- (z) < m < f+ (z) and so that the line
L with slope m containing the point (z, g(z)) satisfies the condition L( 1) >
max(g( 1) - M, 6M). Define K: X n -+ IR by

k(x) = g(x),

=L(x),

XE[O,Z]ilXn,

XE [z, 1] ilXn .

Let (J and r satisfy k( (J) = M and k( r) = 4M.
If p = 00, clearly k is II ·llp,wn-closer to f than is g. Suppose 1~p < 00.

Given 15 E IR, let 'l'b(x) = Ix Ip - Ix - 151 p. Then, for x > 15/2 > 0,

'l'b(X) > 0. (5.2)

Let A={XEXn:x~r} and B={XEXn:Z<X~(J and If(x)-k(x)l>
!lg(x)-k(x)I}. Then, for xEA,

If(x) ~ g(x)1 p -If(x) - k(x)1 p

> [(g(r)-k(r))+(k(x)- f(x))]P- [k(x)- f(x)]P

> [(g(r)-k(r))+2M]P- [2MY, (5.3)

where the last inequality follows from (5.2). If x E B, then, considering - 'l'
in (5.2),

If(x) - g(xW -If(x) ~ k(xW

= I(f(x) - k(x)) ~ (g(x) - k(x)W -If(x) - k(xW

~ [2M - (g(x) - k(x))]P - [2MY

~ [2M - (g(r) -k(r))]P - [2M]P. (5.4)
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If xEXn-(AuB), then I/(x)-k(x)I~I/(x)-g(x)l.Combining (5.3)
and (5.4) gives

III - gll;,wn - III - kll;,wn

> L [1/(x)-g(xW-I/(x)-k(xW]wn(x)
AuB

> (1- r)[«g(r) - k(r)) + 2M)P - (2M)P]

+ (a - z)[(2M - (g(r) - k(r)))P - (2MY],

Let (j = g( r ) - k(r). Using (5.2) and the fact that (a - z) < (1 - r), we have
that

III- gilP , -III -kiI P
p,ltn P,Wn

> (1- r)[(2M + (j)P - (2MY - (2M)P + (2M - (j)P]

= (l - r)[P~(2M+ (j) - P~(2M)] > 0.

Thus k is a better II . IIp,wn-approximation to I than is g, a contradiction
which establishes Lemma (5.1).

The above proof can be modified to establish the upper bound of
511; II C() • We believe that even this estimate is not sharp.

Let d be the distance from I to the set of convex functions on [0, 1],
i.e., d= [J~ II - IpIP] lip. Similarly, for n> 1, let dn= [LxEx.l/n(x)
I;(xWwn(x)] lip, the weighted distance from ; to the set of convex
functions on X n .

(5.5) THEOREM. The sequence U;: n> l} converges pointwise on (0,1)
and uniformly on closed subsets 01 (0, 1) to I p •

Proof Clearly 11;11 C() ~ 1III1 C() for all n> 1, so Lemma (5.1) implies that
Ilf;11 C() ~ 611/11 C()' Thus, by Theorem 10.9 in [4], every subsequence of U;}
contains a subsequence which converges uniformly on compact subsets of
(0, 1). By Theorem IV.6.7 in [2], the set U;} is equicontinuous on any
interval of the form [a, b], where 0< a < b < 1.

Let /; > °be given and choose Nt so that, for n ~ Nt,

where Yn=min(Xnn(O, 1)) and zn=max(Xnn(O, 1)). Then there exists
N z~ Nt such that, for n ~ N z,
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XE xn

(dnY = L If(x) - f;(x)jPwn(X)
XEXn

~ L If(x) - f;(x)jPwn(X)
XE X n " (0,1)

~r If - f;IP-f./2
Yn
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It follows that limn ~ 00 dn = d.
For 1< p < 00, the following property holds: given f. > 0, there exists

b >°such that, if g is convex and Ilf - gllp ~ d +b, then II g - fpll p~ f.. This
property and the previous calculations imply that f; -+ f p in L p as n -+ 00.

Thus, by Lemma 4 in [3], f; -+ fp pointwise on (0, l) and uniformly on
closed subsets of (0, 1),
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